SOURCING & PARTNERSHIP GUIDE

ANALYTICAL SERVICES
PM Testing Laboratory ITAR; NADCAP
Tool Gauge AS9100D; ISO9001:2015, ITAR

ASSEMBLY
AIM Aerospace Advanced composite products; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
Delta Tooling Boeing NW Provisioner; ITAR
General Plastics Flexible and rigid polyurethane materials and full assemblies for flight deck, cabin interiors; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
GlobalTech Plastics AS9100D; ISO 9001
MetalTech AS9100D; ISO 9001
OMADA International Kitting and assembly; AS9100C; ISO 9001
P&J Machining Major aircraft assemblies; AS9100C; ISO 9001, ITAR; NADCAP
Quality Stamping and Machining AS9100C & D; ISO 9001; ITAR
RTC Aerospace Complex component assembly; AS9100; ISO 9001; ITAR
Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Component assembly; ISO 14001; AS9100C; ISO 9001:2008, ITAR
Tool Gauge Complex plastic and metal assemblies; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR

CAD/CAM DESIGN
3V Precision Machining CNC milling and turning, specialist in hard metals such as steel alloys; ISO 9001
AIM Aerospace Design, analysis & prototyping production of advanced composite products; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
Delta Tooling Boeing NW Provisioner; ITAR
GlobalTech Plastics AS9100; ISO 9001
MetalTech AS9100; ISO 9001
NW Etch Precision photochemical machining of thin metal components; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Design, analysis, test & certification of composite parts; ISO 9001; AS9100D; FAA Repair Station
Tool Gauge Complex plastic and metal aerospace parts and assemblies; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR

ENGINEERING
3V Precision Machining CNC milling and turning, specialist in hard metals such as steel alloys; ISO 9001
AIM Aerospace Design, analysis & prototyping production of advanced composite products; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
Delta Tooling Boeing NW Provisioner; ITAR
GlobalTech Plastics AS9100; ISO 9001
MetalTech AS9100; ISO 9001
NW Etch Precision photochemical machining of thin metal components; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Design, analysis, test & certification of composite parts; ISO 9001; AS9100D; FAA Repair Station
Tool Gauge Complex plastic and metal aerospace parts and assemblies; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR

FABRICATION, MACHINING
3V Precision Machining CNC milling and turning, specialist in hard metals such as steel alloys; ISO 9001
Baker Manufacturing Composite layup molds & vacuum fixtures, drill jig & trim fixtures; AS9100C; ISO 9001: 2008
Cadence Aerospace Hard metal service provider; AS9100C
Delta Tooling Boeing NW Provisioner; ITAR
Farwest Aircraft Boeing and MRJ tools & electrical testing equipment; AS9100D; ISO 9001
General Plastics Flexible and rigid polyurethane materials and full assemblies for flight deck, cabin interiors, and high-temperature composite tooling; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR; NADCAP
Hunter Manufacturing Precision milling, turning
MetalTech Vacuum compaction tables, drill jigs for wing assemblies; AS9100; ISO 9001
Morley Machine Tool Alignment Metrology services, CNC service and repair
Norfill CNC (3, 4 & 5 axis), profiling, vertical & horizontal milling, boring & turning; titanium, Inconel, Monel, steel & alloys; AS9100C; ISO 9001: 2008, ITAR
Northwest Precision CNC & conventional precision machining; AS9100B; ISO 9001:2000
NW Etch Precision photochemical machining of thin metal components; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
OMADA International 3, 4 & 5 axis hard/soft metals machining up to 4m, complex titanium HOT forming; AS9100C; ISO 9001
P&J Machining Machining up to 6.1m rail/beam from extrusions, milling, precision turning, boring, honing, forming, shearing; AS9100C; ISO 9001; ITAR; NADCAP
Quality Stamping and Machining 3, 4 & 5 axis machined aluminum, steel and titanium parts and assemblies, hydroforming, draw forming; AS9100C & D; ISO 9001; ITAR
Rentiel Precision Laser Multi-axis 3-dimensional laser cutting of complex sheet metal details and assemblies made from titanium, Inconel, stainless steel
RTC Aerospace Machining of all types of metals and plastic, including high nickel alloys, titanium, high heat-treat alloy steels, stainless steel, and complex component assembly; AS9100; ISO 9001; ITAR
Streich Brothers Welding structural fabrication, industrial maintenance, rolling & forming; WABO; AWS D1.1
Tool Gauge Complex plastic and metal parts and assemblies; AS9100D; ISO 9001:2015, ITAR
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